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Introduction!
Welcome To Adventure
MAXIMUS! a role playing game
where making a character is as
easy as drawing cards and even
kids can be game masters. To play
Adventure MAXIMUS! use:
This rulebook
One Blue Race deck
One Green Class deck
One Orange Action deck
One Purple Spell deck
One Red Item deck
One Black Monster deck
One Gold Map deck
Photocopied and trimmed Plot
Cards (see page 30)
Five Maximus! dice
30 Action point tokens
6 Damage point tokens
6 Experience tokens
One Character sheet for each
player
One Adventure sheet
One pencil
One piece of scratch paper

What is a Role Playing Game?
A Role Playing Game is a game
where players take on the roles
of characters, like the characters
in your favorite books, movies
and television shows. A Maximus
Master runs the game. Maximus
Masters tell the characters
about the world they live in and
describes encounters with the
creatures, things and places in
that world. It’s like the Maximus
Master is the director of your
favorite show but Players get to
decide what the characters do in
the crazy situations the Maximus
Master puts them into.
This book will cover everything
you need to know in order to
play and run a game of Adventure
MAXIMUS!
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Chapter One
Game Terms and How Stuff Works
Ex-Machina- The great thing
about Adventure MAXIMUS!
is the adventures can take place
in any world, even one you make
up yourselves. But if you’d like
to just use the world we made
up for Adventure MAXIMUS!
adventures, it’s named ExMachina. Before the world
was broken it was known as
Magisterica, but ever since the
end of the Reign of the Wise
Wizard Kings it has been known
as Ex-Machina. Ex-Machina
is a fantastic post-apocalyptic
world where mythical creatures
roam and food and trees can
talk. Ex-Machina is ruled by
several Nations, including The
Woodland Realm of The Elves,
The Goblin Council of Tinkers,
The Verte Republic, The TakeOut Kingdom and The Dwarven
Underground Empire.
Player- Someone playing the role
of one of the Characters during
a Adventure MAXIMUS! game
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is a Player. Only a Player can
tell a Maximus Master what his
character is doing. Not even the
Maximus Master can tell a player
The two most important rules
a player should follow while
playing Adventure MAXIMUS
are:
1. Have FUN!
2. The Maximus Master is 		
always right. If you want to 		
argue about the way a game 		
is going, save it until the 		
game is over.
what his character is doing.
Maximus Master- The person
who is running the encounter
during a game of Adventure
MAXIMUS! is the Maximus
Master. A Maximus Master
awards Experience points,
Equipment cards, and Action
points. The Maximus Master tells
the players where they are, what

they are questing for, who the bad
guys are, and the results of tests
(dice rolls). Maximus Masters
are also the ones who tell players
when they are hurt by giving out
Damage point tokens. Players can
become Maximus Masters during
the game, and then become
Players again, but the abilities of
the Maximus Master are only to
be used by the current Maximus
Master.

How Stuff Works:

Courageous Situation- Anytime
characters are asked to roll an
initiative test or they spend
Action Points they have entered
a Courageous Situation. A
Courageous Situation can be a
battle, or a bake-off, or an attempt
to steal the magic harp from the
Dreaded Trimera. Courageous
Situations are chances for
Characters to perform heroic acts.

The two most important rules a Maximus
Master should follow while running
Adventure MAXIMUS are:
1. Have FUN!
2. Listen to the players. They will want
to do things that aren’t on the cards.
If they can come up with a cool reason
why they should be able to do it, let
them do it, and add something extra
to the action. For example, when a
player wants to make a bank shot off
the statue with a priceless jewel and
land it in the hands of his friend in the
waiting airship, instead of saying, “No,
you can’t do that,” try saying, “YES you
can, AND as the gem is flying through
the air a rare Magical Falcon grabs it
and flies off !” Suddenly the chase is on,
the adventure just took an exciting turn
because you said yes. You want to tell a
great story and the Players are the stars
of that story, Great stories never came
from saying No, they come from saying
“Yes, and…”

Action Points- To
perform actions while
playing Adventure
MAXIMUS!! takes
action points. Every race
card has dots at the top.
These represent the total
maximum number of
action points a character
can have during one round
of game play. The blue
colored dots represent
the number of action
points a character regains
every round. Characters
can never regain more
than the total maximum
number of action points
on their race card.
A character always begins
an encounter with the
total maximum number of
action points as shown on
their race card.
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The Maximus Master should
collect Action point tokens
during the round as they are used,
and hand out the tokens regained
as the new turn begins.
Experience points- During the
game characters can accumulate
experience points, in the form of
tokens, by fulfilling quests. They
can also gain bonus experience
points for good role playing. Two
Experience points may be used
to permanently raise a character’s
Will Power, Close Attack, Far
Attack or Health by one point.
Experience Points can also be used
to draw a new Action Card from
the action card deck. The cost to
draw a new Action Card is three
experience points and the new
card is added to the character’s
permanent action card options.
Once an Experience point is
spent the Experience point token
should be collected by the Game
Master.

on the left and top most whole
dot of your Health Track, for
each additional Damage point
your character takes, slide your
Damage point token one dot
down or to the right, until you
reach the end of the health track.
Once a Damage token reaches
the end of the character’s Health
Track, that character gets knocked
out. As a character becomes more
damaged, they begin to take
negative modifiers to their dice
pool.
For example: if Thag the Goon
takes three damage points in a
fight, her damage token is moved
three dots down. If in the next
battle Thag the Goon takes two
more damage points, her damage
token slides to the right one and
then down one to the -1 modifier
dot. This means that she must
subtract one die from her dice pool
before rolling a test. If Thag takes
two more points of damage, her
damage token will move down to
the last dot on her Health Track
and she will be knocked out.

Damage points- When a
character takes damage from an
attack, the
Spending Experience Points
Maximus
Experience Points
Improvement
Master gives
that character
One New Skill, or
1
a damage
Increase A Skill By 2 Points.
token. Place
Increase Will Power, Close Attack,
2
the token
Far Attack or Health By One Point.
3
One New Action Card
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Always remember your current
health is the dot below or to the
right of the Damage point token.
Once knocked out a character
or creature will remain knocked
out for the rest of the day unless
healed.

Knock Down- When a character
is knocked down, unless
otherwise noted on a card, they
must spend one Action Point to
stand up. Taking actions without
standing up are made at a -2 Dice
Pool.

Poison- Damage from poison is
handled a little differently from
normal damage, the attack must
produce one damage result or
the additional damage from the
poison cannot take effect.
For example, Hamburger Herald
the Explorer makes a Far Attack
using the Black Arrow and rolls
an attack result of 3. He’s fighting
a Minotaur who has an armor
score of +3, the Far Attack does no
damage so there is no chance for
the poison to hurt the Minotaur.
But if Hamburger Herald was
fighting a Cave Man, who has an
armor score of +2, and made a Far
Attack using the Black Arrow with
an attack result of 3, the cave man
would take the extra poison damage
automatically. The Cave Man
would get one damage point from
the attack, after subtracting his
armor, and Three from the poison
for a total of four Damage points
(1+3=4).

Maximus Dice- Adventure
MAXIMUS! uses custom six
sided dice during
game play.
Three sides of the
dice are blank and
count as zeros if
rolled.
One side has a single
sword symbol, this
side counts as one
point.
One side of the dice
has a double sword
symbol, this counts
as two points.
The last side has the
MAXIMUS symbol.
This counts as two points, and the
player may roll another die for
every Maximus symbol showing
at the end of a die roll.
When a player wishes to take an
action, the total number of dice
rolled is determined by the rank
of the ability being used. Check
for any negative modifiers from
health loss or spell effects, then
subtract those dice from the total
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number of dice rolled. The total
number of dice rolled for any
action is called the dice pool.
For example if a player wishes to
make a Close Attack (+2) with a
sword (+1) the player rolls a total
of three dice (2+1=3) if when the
player rolls the three dice he gets a
blank, a one, and a Maximus, the
result is a three (1 for the one sword
symbol + 2 for the Maximus = 3)
and the player may roll another die
because of the Maximus result. If
the player rolls a two sword symbol,
then the final result would be five.
(1 for the one sword symbol + 2 for
the Maximus + 2 for the two sword
symbol = 5) But if the player rolls
another Maximus, he not only gets
to add two more to his total, but he
gets to roll again, and keeps rolling
until another result besides the
Maximus shows up.
If a player is having bad luck try
chanting,
“MAX-I-MUS! MAX-I-MUS!”
around the table as he rolls his
next attempt, more often than not
it breaks the bad luck!
Please note: if Maximus dice
can’t be obtained you can use any
regular 6 sided dice, just count the
one pip side as a one sword, the
two pip side as a two sword and
the six pip side as the Maximus.
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Adventure MAXIMUS!
Decks- The cards of Adventure
MAXIMUS! are color coded and
should be arranged into decks
according to color.
Combat- This game has lots of
fighting, and in order to play you
will need to know how fighting
works.
Range is the distance from players
to targets. There are two range
categories that can be used when
attacking, Close Attack and Far
Attack.
Close Attacks happen within
the reach of the attackers Close
Attack weapon, usually 5 feet
away from a character. When
making a Close Attack the player
must roll a number of Maximus
Dice equal to the Close Attack
value on the Green Class card
plus the Close Attack value of the
weapon being used to attack.
Far Attacks happen between the
player and the farthest accurate
reach of a Far Attack weapon,
usually 60 feet away. When
making a Far Attack, the player
must roll a number of Maximus
Dice equal to the Far Attack value
on the Green Class card, plus the
Far Attack value of the weapon
being used to make the attack.

Armor is a score that comes from
the protective items a character
is wearing. Add all the Armor
values together from the Green
Class card, and any armor bonuses
from Blue Race cards and Red
Item Cards. Only one armor
can be worn at a time. The total
is a character’s Armor score.
Spells and other game effects can
temporarily affect a character’s
armor score too. Armor on the
Class Card can be taken off
if a Red Item Card has better
Armor. When a character or
creature is attacked in Adventure
MAXIMUS! their Armor score
is subtracted from the result of
the Attack dice roll. The total
remaining is the damage that they
take from an attack.
Action Cards are special abilities
that Characters and Creatures
can use to help them during
Courageous Situations. Each
Action Card lists the ability’s
Action Point Cost. Grey Action
Point icons mean the ability costs
Zero action points to use. An
Action point icon with a plus sign
(+) next to it means the Action
Point cost is varied. The cards
also show the Nickname of the
ability and describe the ability.
Keep in mind that the abilities
have Nicknames, do not let a
nickname dictate what the ability

does because some abilities have
some VERY SILLY nicknames.
For example, if you’re using the
Manticore’s tail ability, it does
not mean that your character
literally grows a manticore tail, it
just means that your character can
gain an extra action point because
it grew an additional limb, the
type of limb is just like your other
limbs.
Will Power- The ability of a
character or creature to resist
Scary effects or Magic is based
on their Will Power Score. Will
Power is the only dice roll in
Adventure MAXIMUS! that a
character can add Action points
to in order to get a better result.
For every Action Point spent
on a Will Power roll, the player
may roll and additional Maximus
Die. The Player must always say
how many Action points they
are spending on a roll BEFORE
the dice are rolled. Bosses and
characters are the only creatures
that can spend Action Points on
Will Power rolls.
Items- During character creation
players will receive Red Item
cards. Besides the basic clothing,
weapon, food, water, and shoes,
these cards are the items a
character owns. Characters can
get more Red Item cards during
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a game. These cards are added to
the items a character owns. Some
Item cards have Action Point
RACE CARD

dots; these dots represent the
Action Points needed to use that
Item in a Courageous Situation.
Action Points:
(blue dots are the number regained
each round, blue and gray dots are
the maximum Action Points this
race can have during a round.)

Chapter Two
How To Make Your Character
Creating a Character in Adventure MAXIMUS! is simple, just follow
the 7 easy steps below for each player individually (one-at-a-time).

Racial Ability

CLASS CARD
Class Name & Description

= +2 Weapon:

= Zero

Close Attack & Far Attack
Action Cards Drawn
=+
Equipment Cards Drawn 1
Spell Cards Drawn
Class Power & Description
Action Point cost for Class Power

Willpower:
Armor:

The Cleric: uses her incredible
wisdom to uncover threats and her
connection to her deity to aid others.
Close Attack: +3 Far Attack: +3
1 Action Card
=
2 Equipment Cards 2 Spell Cards

The Cleric: uses her incredible
wisdom to uncover
herAttack
Weaponsthreats
Grade!: You giveand
a +1 Close
to any weapon as long as you are using it.
This
effectdeity
lasts untilto
the end
encounter.
connection tobonus
her
aidof theothers.
A Light Against The Darkness!: Your
a lightAtt
brightack:
enough to+3
see by.
Close Attack:weapon
+3glows withFar
Spellsword!: You can cast spells through your
weapon doing weapon damage as it strikes.
1 Action Card
+ Smitey Mighty!: You can increase the damage
do to Shadow creatures by +1 per Action
2 Equipmentyou
Cards
Cards
Point
you spend.2
ThisSpell
Damage bonus
only lasts

Class Skills

Health Track
(line these
half-dots up
with the health
dots on your
character sheet)

HEALTH TRACK

Weapon:
Hammer
Armor:
This character’s
Health
Plate
+3Track
starts here

Persuasion +3

Class Action
PowerPoint Plus cost AP shown
Repel or
Undead:
Attack
cause Undead monsters
more AP+3
forFar
better
effects.
and Lackeys to flee. Undead Bosses NEVER flee.
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Class
Armor

Class Skills

Class Power
Repel Undead: +3 Far Attack cause Undead monsters
and Lackeys to flee. Undead Bosses NEVER flee.

Place Class Card Class Skills
Healing +4
Here
Notice +2

until the end of the round.

Hammer
Armor:
Plate +3

Healing +4
MAXIMUS!
Notice +2
+2 and
Roll+3 Again
Persuasion

ACTION CARD

Gray Action Point
cost zero AP to use.

Class
Weapon

Health

These are not
dots on this
character card’s
Health Track.

-1
-2
-3

These six dots
are on this
character card’s
Health Track.
Only count
WHOLE dots
toward your
character’s Health
Track.

1. Place a Adventure MAXIMUS! character sheet in front of
the player on a flat surface like a kitchen table.
2. After shuffling, deal three Blue Race cards from the race
deck to each player at the table. A player can look at the cards
and chose one race card to place in the Blue Race Card box on
the character sheet. A player must discard the remaining unused
Blue Race cards. If a player would rather look through the deck
of race cards and pick a race this can be allowed if the Maximus
Master agrees.
3. After shuffling, deal three Green Class cards from the class
deck to the player. Each player can look at the cards and chose
one class card to place in the Green Class Card box on the
character sheet, make sure if your card has any half Health dots
that they line up with the dots on the character sheet. A player
must discard the remaining unused Green Class cards. If a player
would rather look through the deck of class cards and pick a
class this can be allowed if the Maximus Master agrees.
4. In the center of the class card it reads that the class
may choose a certain number of Orange Action cards, Red
Equipment cards and Purple Spell cards. Shuffle each of
the decks and players may choose only the number of cards
indicated on their Green Class Card. Please note, not all Green
Class Cards allow Purple Spell Cards to be drawn. Players
should review the cards drawn and then place the cards in the
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Player Name:
Character Name:

Scale Mail:
+3 Armor. Over lapping metal plates
fastened to a leather shirt.

= Zero

= +2

= +1

= MAXIMUS!
+2 and Roll Again

Willpower:
Armor:
Health

Place Race Card
Here

Place Class Card
Here

-1
-2
-3

Draw and Color
Your Character!
Place Action Cards
Here

Super Glue:
This sticky substance is just the
thing for joining objects together.

Regular Actions
and Point Cost
ZERO POINT COST
Initiative Test
Talking
Casual Looking Not Notice Tests
(unless to contest stealth)
Contested Rolls
Resisting Spells
ONE POINT COST
Walking
Making a Regular Attack
Using a Skill
TWO POINT COST

Place Spell Cards
Here

Running (double your characters
regular movement for one
Round)
Climbing
Breaking Away from Close
Combat
Looting
THREE POINT COST
Charge (run and regular attack)
Climbing and a Regular Attack

appropriate boxes on their character sheets. Equipment Cards
should be lined up the right of the character sheet. A player
can be allowed to turn in an armor card if it is not better than
their class armor and pick a new Red Equipment Card from the
Equipment Deck. This exception is only for Armor Items.
5. Every Player has a starting Will Power is 2, so write down a 2
next to the words “Will Power” at the top of the character sheet.
Use a pencil, Will Power can be increased with experience points,
and Players may need to change it soon.
6. A player should review the Green Character card, Blue Race
card and Red Equipment cards and add all the armor bonuses
that occur on those cards together. The result is that character’s
Armor Score. Players write their Armor Score next to the word
Armor at the top of their character sheet. If the Character has
no Armor score write a Zero. Players should use a pencil to write
this score too, because their Armor score can change during game
play.
7. Finally, a player should fill out their name, their character’s
name, and draw a picture of their character.
That’s it, you’ve just made characters for Adventure MAXIMUS!
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Chapter Three
Skills, Spells and Actions

Skill Tests & Rolling the Dice
All Skills cost one Action point
to use.
When the Maximus Master
asks a Player to roll a Skill test,
the Player must find the skill on
their Green Class Card and roll
a number of dice equal to the
number next to the skill.
REMEMBER! ONLY THE
MAXIMUS MASTER MAY
ASK FOR A TEST OF
ANY KIND.
For most tests, a one is all that is
required to succeed, but when
making a contested Skill Test, a
player must roll against another
character’s or Creature’s Skill Test.
For Example if Thag the Goon is
trying to sneak past a Guard, she
must roll her Stealth Skill Test,
while the Guard must roll his
Notice Skill, as a contested test. If
the Guard’s result is greater than
Thag’s result, the Guard notices
Thag. But if the Guard’s contested
result is lower or equal to Thag’s

result, the Guard fails to notice
Thag, and she successfully sneaks
past him. Note: in the event of a tie
the contesting character loses
the test.
Skills and Creatures
All Creatures have a Notice
of +2, but on occasion, if the
Maximus Master feels it would
be appropriate, he may give a
Creature a skill, as long as that
skill is no more than +1 for an
Animal, +2 for a Lackey, + 3 for a
Monster, and +4 for a Boss.

Skills List

Aggro: This skill permits a
character to pull attackers off of
friends by making the character
with the Aggro skill look like a
more appealing target to attack.
Aggro can work on one creature a
round. The Player using this skill
must act out an injury or illness
or deliciousness to trick the target
into attacking them.
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Alchemy: Alchemy is a skill that
allows characters to formulate
potions and identify magical
substances. Potions can be
formulated one at a time, and
only from spells known by the
Alchemist. Once a potion has
been formulated, it can be given
to another player for use later.
If the Alchemist makes another
potion, then the first potion loses
its powers.
Arcana: A character with this
skill has made a study of all things
magical. Test this skill when
trying to find out information
about anything magical.
Art: This Skill allows the
character that makes a successful
test to create an object of beauty.
The object can be in any art
form (painting, sculpture, music,
dance…) or any craft (shoe
making, home builder, candle
maker…). The greater the number
of successes, the greater the beauty
of the item created. Players must
doodle or act out what their
character is creating.
Brave: A character with this skill
is brave. Points in this skill can
be used to gain bonus dice in any
Will Power test against Scary
Effects. One bonus die is gained
for every point the character has
in the Brave Skill.
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Climbing: From time to time
characters will need to climb
things. This skill allows them the
expertise to climb without using
equipment, and to help unskilled
climbers with the use of a rope. If
rope is unavailable, Players may
suggest another item that may
work as well.
Cooking: With this skill, a
character can turn even the most
boring dish into a feast. A truly a
handy skill when being pursued
by hungry creatures.
Crime: This skill relates to
any petty criminal activity like
picking pockets, opening locks,
and fencing stolen goods. This
skill also gives the character a
knowledge and insight about
gangs and criminals in the area.
Engineering: A successful
Engineering test allows a
character to detect the weaknesses
in any constructed device. Once
the weakness has been detected,
the Character with Engineering
gains an extra die in attacking or
disabling the device.
Escape Artist: Characters with
this skill can attempt to slip the
bonds that hold them. Tests
can be made against physical
and magical effects that restrict
movement. The test is opposed by

the attack that landed the grapple
or the spell casting roll that caused
the player to be held.
Fast Talk: Sometimes it helps to
have the gift of gab. Characters
with this skill can lie convincingly
to anyone who can hear them.
This skill is opposed by a Will
Power test. If the Player succeeds,
the creature being lied to
believes the Player’s lie. The more
successes, the better the lie.
First Aid: Characters with this
skill can give treatment to wounds
that will stop them from getting
worse, or even restore Health to
an injured character. For every
two successes rolled, a character
can be healed one dot on his
Health Track. This aid must be
given right away and cannot be
used to heal old wounds.
Forgery: The skill of Forgery
allows characters to create
false documents and artworks.
This skill can be contested by
investigation. Players using this
skill must doodle the thing they
are forging on a piece of scratch
paper.
Gambling: Characters with
this skill are great at sizing up
betting opportunities. This skill is
always a contested roll, but when
untrained characters gamble they

may only use their Will Power in a
test. Characters with this skill may
add one die to the Will Power test
for every point of Gambling they
have.
Healing: Characters with this
skill can tend to the wounds of
the injured. For every day of care
a sick or injured person receives
from a Healer, they can regain one
Health Track dot, and they regain
an additional dot if a Maximus is
rolled.
History: The character with this
skill has expertise in the history
of Ex-Machina. For each success,
the player knows one fact about
the past of a certain area, people,
or item.
Inspire: This skill can grant one
character bonus Maximus dice.
For every success, a Maximus
Die is given to one player to be
used on any roll during the rest
of the turn. Characters with this
skill cannot Inspire themselves,
but they can inspire their animal
companions. Players must act out
what ever their character is doing
to Inspire; it can be a speech, a
song, a cheer, or anything that
inspires.
Intimidation: A character with
this skill has the ability to frighten
others into doing something
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for them with just words. Do
not confuse Intimidation with
Scary. Intimidation works on
a verbal level so the creature
being threatened must be able
to understand the character
using Intimidation. This roll is
contested by a Will Power roll.
Intimidated creatures will perform
one task for the intimidator. A
task can be anything that can be
asked without using the words:
and, but, or, neither, & either.
Investigation: This skill aids
players in finding lost items or
looking for clues. Investigation
can be used to contest a Crime
Skill check.
Local: The Local Skill allows a
character to have an extensive
knowledge of the local area.
Myths, legends, gossip, rumors,
and the occasional fact are all
covered under this skill.
Nature Lore: This skill permits
the character that makes a
successful skill test to learn one
fact about the natural features
and creatures of Ex-Machina. For
every success, the Player learns
one fact.
Nobility: This skill permits the
character that makes a successful
skill test to learn one fact about
the Nobility and Courts of the
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nations of Ex-Machina. For every
success, the Player learns one fact.
Notice: A character with this
skill can notice hidden creatures
and objects. Notice is rolled to
counter the Stealth skill.
Persuasion: Characters with this
skill can sweet talk their way into
and out of tough situations. The
creature being persuaded must be
able to understand the character,
either through spoken words or
actions. Players attempting to
use this skill must flash their best
smile, or puppy-dog-eyes, at the
Maximus Master. This skill roll is
contested by a Will Power test.
Piloting: Airships, Boats, Steam
Cars; they don’t drive themselves.
It takes the Piloting Skill.
Everyone can make one of these
wondrous devices take them from
one place to another, but only a
character with the Piloting Skill
can weave between obstacles and
pull off the death defying stunts
that make for great adventures
and fast get aways.

The Dwarven Arquebus can fire a blast
that can destroy up to 5 feet of stone.

Religion: This skill permits the
character that makes a successful
skill test to learn one fact about
the Religions of the various
cultures of Ex-Machina. For every
success, the Player learns one fact.

and towns of Ex-Machina. You
can make a test to determine if
a place or a situation in a city is
dangerous, or if you know what
the local gossip has to say about
many different subjects.

Repair: Characters with the
Repair skill can fix almost
anything, including Constructkin. Repairs are only temporary,
and will only last for as many
encounters as the character has
had successes.

Stealth: Sometimes it’s better to
sneak into a place than to run in,
guns blazing. Stealth Tests are
made when a character is trying
not to be seen and heard.

Research: Characters with this
skill may, after a successful test,
learn an interesting fact about
anything. Every success translates
into a separate fact that they learn.
When asking about Monsters,
the Character might learn about
invulnerabilities or weaknesses.
When asking about a place, they
may learn about what creatures
live there, or what’s the safest way
to travel.
Riding: A character with this
skill can ride all manner of beasts
and can even perform actions
normally while riding. Anyone
without the riding skill that tries
to perform an action while riding
must spend two additional action
points.
Streetwise: You know your way
around the streets of the cities

Scary: A character with this
skill has an almost supernatural
spookiness to their presence.
Do not confuse Scary with
Intimidation. Scary works on a
much more instinctual and nonverbal level. Players must act out
how their character is being Scary.
Survival: This skill allows a
character to survive, and even
thrive, in the wild. A successful
Survival test allows your character
to find shelter, drinkable water,
and food while in the wild. When
your character is being tracked,
you may contest it by rolling your
Survival skill to cover your tracks.
Swimming: Characters with this
skill can swim well in normal
conditions, and they can swim
strong currents or in armor
without drowning.
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Taunt: This skill permits a
character to use insults to pull
attackers off of friends by making
the attackers angry. Taunt can
work on up to three creatures
a round, but they must be able
to understand spoken language.
A Player using this skill must
say whatever their Character is
saying to taunt the target. “Your
Momma’s so fat…” or “You know
why your nostrils are so wide?
Because your fingers are FAT!”
are just a couple of ways to taunt
creatures in Ex-Machina.
Tracking: Finding where someone
or something has gone is what
this skill is all about. Tests for
this skill can be made anywhere,
but in certain circumstances the
following modifiers should be
used on test results-

Tracking
Modifier Table
Muddy or sandy or snow

+1

Snowing hard enough to
quickly cover tracks

-1

Trail leads into an area
with many tracks

-1

Trail goes through bare
stone or streets

-2

Trail goes through water

-2
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For example; if a character is
tracking a creature through a snow
storm, and the snow is falling fast
enough to cover up tracks, the
Player must roll their character’s
Tracking Skill, which is a 2, so 2
dice are rolled. The Player gets a
blank and a two sword symbol for
a total Test roll of 2. Now subtract
1 for the -1 tracking through falling
snow modifier, and the result is
now a 1. Low, but still enough to
pick up the faint trail left in the
drifting snow.
Apply only one kind of modifier
to a Tracking Skill roll. If multiple
modifiers can be used, the
Maximus Master will pick the one
that fits the situation best.
If a player is trying to track a
creature that is trying to hide it’s
tracks, the tracker must make a
contested Tracking roll against
the tracked creature’s Survival
Skill roll.

The Pouch of Poochieness, “Look
into the Eyes of the Poochie and
DESPAIR!”

Getting Better Skills
Skills can be increased by
spending Experience points. For
every one experience point spent,
two skill points may be raised.
Two points may be raised on a
single skill, or one point can be
used on two different skills.
Getting New Skills
New skills can be purchased by
spending two experience points.
The new skill has only one skill
point, and should be written
below the Health Track, to the
right of the Green Class card.

Spells
Casting Spells

When a character casts a spell,
roll a number of dice equal to the
Action Points on the spell card. If
you get a zero result, don’t worry;
your spell still works, it’s just
easier to resist.
Spell Cards
Only characters that have Spell
cards dealt to them during
character creation can use or learn
new spells during the game. Spell
cards have several features that
help to tell players what the spell
does.
Name of the Spell
Range- This is how far the spell
can reach.

Self: The spell can only effect the
caster.
Close: Any creature in Close
range may be the target of this
spell.
Far: Any creature in the Close or
Far range can be the target of this
spell.
Duration- This is how long the
spell effect lasts after casting.
Concentration: The caster
must concentrate on the spell
to make it work. The caster can
speak, walk and move while
concentrating, but can’t attack
or cast other spells. If the caster
is injured, the concentration is
broken and the spell ends.
Round: the spell lasts until the
spell caster gets a new round. A
new Round happens whenever
the initiative token is passed to
a new player. If the duration is 5
rounds, then the spell lasts until
the spell caster has a fifth new
round.
Instant:The spell duration is over
instantly but whatever the spell
did (cause damage, fix an item…)
will last beyond the magic that
caused it.
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Hour: The spell lasts hours as
experienced by your character.
Permanent: This spell lasts
forever.
An Action: The spell lasts for a
specific action, like one question
or an attack.
The Spell DescriptionThis should be read carefully so
a player knows exactly what to
expect from the spell. Some spell
descriptions allow the caster to
pick the type of spell effect. In
these cases only one type of effect
can be chosen. If a Spell can be
resisted, the resisted Willpower
roll is made against the caster’s
casting roll.
Action Point Cost- The dots
at the bottom of a card show how
many action points are needed to
cast the spell. If there is a plus sign
(+) after the dots then the spell
has a different cost depending
on which effect the spell caster
chooses.
If a spell is resisted, the resistance
test is based on how many Action
Points were used to cast the spell.
If a spell costs one Action Point
then it is a weak magic and a
spell caster only rolls one die to
cast it. If the spell takes four or
more action points to cast then
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it is a powerful magic and the
spell caster rolls four dice to cast
it. The resistor must beat
the casting roll to resist
the spell. Any ties go to
the caster. Not all spells
can be resisted, Check a
spell’s description for
information on resisting.
The ability to cast spells is always
limited by a character’s available
Action Points, so be careful how
you spend them.

Learning New Spells
Characters are assigned spell cards
at character creation, but these are
not the only spells a character can
learn. Whenever a spell casting
creature is defeated, a character
with spell casting abilities can
add the defeated creature’s spells
to their spell cards. Spell cards
should be treated like item cards
when dividing up treasure.

Ghosts haunt the dark
places of Ex-Machina

Action Point Costs
Sometimes a Player will want
to make an action that is not
described on a card. The Maximus
Master must decide how many
Action Points it will cost. Below
is a table that shows the most
common Actions and Point costs.

Regular Actions
and Point Cost

ZERO POINT COST
Initiative Test
Talking
Casual Looking Not Notice Tests
(unless to contest stealth)
Contested Rolls
Resisting Spells
ONE POINT COST
Walking
Making a Regular Attack
Using a Skill
TWO POINT COST
Running (double your characters
regular movement for one
Round)
Climbing
Breaking Away from Close
Combat
Looting
THREE POINT COST
Charge (run and regular attack)
Climbing and a Regular Attack

A Regular Attack is an attack that
is made without using an Item
card or an Action card. If an Item
or Action cards are used during
an action, then the Players must
spend the action points printed
on the Action or Item card, but
that is all the action points they
need to spend for that attack.
Every action in Adventure
MAXIMUS! has an Action Point
cost.
If a player doesn’t have
enough Action Points to
perform an action, they
will not be able to perform
the action.
No Half Actions!
Characters can continue to
perform actions until they have
completed all the actions they
wish to make for a round, or until
they run out of Action Points,
which ever comes first.
Once all the players and the
Maximus Master have completed
their turn of actions, the round
comes to an end. Action points
are regained at the beginning of
each new round.

Initiative Test

When Characters and creatures
enter a Courageous Situation,
they must roll an Initiative test
to see who goes first. All of the
Characters and the Maximus
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Master should review their cards
to see if anyone gets an initiative
bonus. Everyone should roll three
dice, while character and creatures
that have initiative bonuses roll
three dice plus one die for each
initiative bonus. After counting
the rolled results, whoever has
the highest initiative total goes
first. Ties must roll off until a
winner is determined. Once a
Player or Maximus Master wins
initiative, he gains the initiative
token and goes first. Then the
person to his left (Player or
Maximus Master) goes next and
so on around the table until the
person who went first is reached
and the first Round ends. At the
beginning of the next round, the
Player or Maximus Master who
won the initiative test passes the
initiative token to the person to
his left. now, that person goes first
in the new round. The person
to their left goes next until the
player who holds the initiative
token is reached then the second
round ends. The initiative token
gets passed to the next person
on the left and so on until the
Courageous Situation ends.
Initiative tests don’t cost any
action points.
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Movement and
Miniatures

Adventure MAXIMUS! does
not require the the use of a board
or miniatures, but they do help
to clarify where characters are
in relation to themselves, the
Monsters, and the features in the
room. If you are using a map and
Miniatures just remember that
on the map one inch (1”) equals
five feet (5’). All characters, unless
otherwise noted, can move six
inches (30’) when walking and 12
inches (60’) when running.

Flying

If a character or vehicle is able
to fly, then they are in one of the
three following height categories:
Ground: The character is
standing on the ground.
Flying Low: The character is
Flying anywhere from 1-60 feet in
the air.
Flying High: The character is
flying above 60 feet.
A character or vehicle can not
move up or down more than one
height category in a single round.
So if a character is on the ground
he must first spend one round in

the Flying Low category before
he can Fly High, the same rule
goes for Vehicles. Falling from the
Flying Low category will fill half
of a character’s Damage Points.
Falling from the Flying High
category will fill all a character’s
Damage Points and the character
will be knocked out.

Vehicles

Every Vehicle has a Repair Track
and an Armor score printed
right on the card. The Repair
Track works just like a character’s
Health Track except that once a
vehicle’s Damage Points are filled,
it breaks down and will not move
again until it is repaired.
The Armor Score of a vehicle
works just like the Armor Score of
a character in all respects except
Armor on a Vehicle cannot be
upgraded.
On the map, all Vehicles can
travel up to 24 inches (120’) in a
round.

In Adventure MAXIMUS!
a Vehicle can be used by any
character, but special stunts like
chasing or escaping can only be
made by a character that has a
piloting skill.
CREATURE CARD
Action Points:
(blue dots are the number regained
each round, blue and gray dots are
the maximum Action Points this
creature can have during a round.)

Creature Name

Creature Type

Creature Health Track
Willpower, Armor, Attack
(Attack value for Close or Far
Attacks are the same.)
Action Cards Drawn
Equipment Cards Drawn
Creature Description,
Special Abilities &
Weaknesses

SPELL CARD

Spell Name
Range
Duration
Spell Description
Action Point Cost of the Spell
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Chapter Four
H o w

To

R u n

A

G a m e

In Adventure MAXIMUS! the Maximus Master makes up an adventure
for the player’s characters to play out, and Maximus Masters can make
up any kind of crazy adventure they want. As long as it’s fun it will
work. But some Maximus Masters might not be sure about running
adventures. That’s OK, have no fear, we’re here to help!
Running a game of Adventure MAXIMUS! is simple, thanks to the
Who-What-Where-How Adventure Creation System.
Follow the simple steps below and you’ll find the adventure makes itself:
1. Place a Adventure MAXIMUS! Adventure sheet in front of
you on a flat surface like a kitchen table.
2. Remove the Bosses from the monster deck.
3. Shuffle the Boss Monster cards and pick one card, this is
the “Who” of the Adventure. Place the card face up in the “Boss
Card” box on the Adventure sheet. Equip your Boss with Items,
Actions, and Spell cards.
4. Shuffle the Red Item Cards and pick one card. This is the
“What” of the Adventure. Place the card face up and sideways in
the “Climax Equipment Card” box on the Adventure sheet.
5. Shuffle the Yellow Map Cards and pick one card. This is the
“Where” of the Adventure. Place the card face up in the “Climax
Map Card” box on the Adventure sheet.
6. Ask the players for the name of a fairy tale character, a Verb,
an Adjective and a feature on a map. Fill in the words they choose
on the adventure sheet, or you can pick these terms up from the
Courageous Maxi-Libs List.
7. Read the adventure sheet out loud. It should sound
something like this, “A message has been delivered to your
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adventure call box. Jack B. Nimble has asked for your Help! The
Trimara has kicked the sweet Extender Arm. You must travel
to the river in the Foot Hills of Fungus. Bring back the sweet
Extender Arm and you will be rewarded.” If it sounds silly when
you’re done, you’re doing it right.
8. To get to the Climax Map card, your players must travel
through two other map card zones. Shuffle the Yellow Map
Cards and pick two cards, place these cards face up in the “Map
Card #1” box and the “Map Card #2” box on the Adventure
sheet.
9. Make sure there are no Bosses in the Black Creature deck
before shuffling. Shuffle the deck of Black Creature Cards and
pick two cards. Place one each, face up, on the #1 & #2 Creature
card boxes. Equip your Creatures with Items, Actions and Spell
cards. put an extra Item card in the What box.
10. Optional Rule. Roll one die, if the result is a blank go to
step 11, if the result is not a blank select one Plot Card (see page
30) and place the card face down under any Creature Card on the
adventure sheet, your choice. Make sure that no one sees the Plot
cards, not even you. Only read the Plot Card to yourself as the
players move into that plot card’s Map card area.
11. Now you are ready to play. Tell the Players what kind of
day it is and what’s around them as they move through map
card #1 and encounter the Creature there. Don’t forget that
some plot cards have clues that you should add to your map card
description. Once the players know where they are now it’s time
to describe the monster. Don’t forget that some plot cards have
clues that you should add to your creature description. Give it a
funny or a scary voice, players love that.
12. Have all the players roll an Initiative Test (see page 20),
then ask them in order of initiative what they want to do. The
Players can react to the monster any way they choose, but look
at the plot card, it will tell you why the monster is there and how
the players can earn more experience points if they react to it in
certain ways. Don’t make the players do what is on the Plot card.
It’s up to them if they fight it out, or try to find another way to
deal with the Monsters.
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(name of a fairy tale character)

(Boss Card)

(Adjective)

(Verb past tense)

(What Climax Card)

Place Boss Card
Here

Lackey
Ghouls!
2 per Player
-1
Health:
Willpower: 1 Armor +3 Claws +2
1 Equipment Cards
Ghouls are feral Undead that feed on
the bones of the dead. They have a filthy
touch that can cause an infection,
Poison +1.

Place #2 Creature &
Plot Cards
Here

Place Climax
Equipment Card
Here

Place Climax
Map Card
Here
The Fo
othills of Fungus

The Temple of the Whispering Monks
Sword of Storms
Hair Raiser: +2 Close Attack.
Zapping Bolt: +2 Far Attack.

Adventure Sheet
A message has
been delivered to
your Adventure
Call Box.
jack b. nimble has
asked for your
help!trimera has
kicked the sweet
extender arm , you
must travel to
the river
in
the foot hills of fungus.
Bring back the
sweet extender arm
and you will be
rewarded!

Boss
Trimera!
Health:
Willpower: 3 Armor +8 Bite +3 x3
3 Action Cards
6 Spell Cards
5 Equipment Cards
The Legends of the Trimera speak of a three headed
half Dragon, half Lion, half Ram. It flies on leathery
wings, breaths a poisonous fume (+3 Far Attack)
and can chew through the strongest armor.

Extender Arm:
This is a brass arm that can
extend up to 20 feet.

13. Once the Monster is taken care of, the players collect the
Creature’s item cards and spell cards as treasure. At this point,
you can award experience points for the encounter. Everyone
gets at least one Experience point, and could get more if they
fulfill the plot card. Once players see that sometimes they get a
bigger reward for thinking through an encounter, they will begin
to understand that sometimes there are better alternatives to
fighting.
14. Move on to Map card #2 and continue the adventure until
the players reach the Climax Map card. There they will find the
Boss and the end of their quest. Remember, the Boss card can
also have a Plot card. The players might be able to get the better
of a Boss without fighting if they use their heads. Of course a
good idea and a sword fight some times gets you farther. Once
the adventure is complete, draw one Red Item card from the Item
Deck for each of your players and award one more Experience
point each, as an Adventure Bonus. Congratulations! You just
ran your first game of Adventure MAXIMUS!

Place #2
Equipment Card
Here

Place #2
Map Card
Here

(Feature on a Map)

(Adjective)

(Noun)

Begin
Your adventure HERE!

Monster
Giant Bug!
-1 -2
Health:
Willpower: 1 Armor +6 Mandible +2
1 Action Card
1 Equipment Card
Giant Bugs (ants, bees, wasps and many
more) can be found in hives numbering in
the hundreds. By spending an Action Point
it can use it's stinger with a +3 poison.

Place #1 Creature &
Plot Cards
Here
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Sweet Sweet Candy!:
This is a delicious assortment of
candy.

(Where Climax Card)

Place #1
Equipment Card
Here

The Ice
Caves of Frosty Peak

Place #1
Map Card
Here

As a Maximus Master your job is
to make the game fun, interesting,
and thrilling for the players. Here

are just a few hints on how to
make your stories in Ex-Machina
come to life.

Things To Tell The Players To
Make The Game More Interesting:
If the players are inside, how is the room they are in lit?
If the players are outside, what’s the weather like?
If a player asks “what’s in the room?” Let the player tell you
(don’t forget to use YES AND… when the player is done.)
Players love to have rooms filled with stuff so they can make
up awesome stunts and attacks using the things in the room.
This doesn’t mean if a player says the room is full of treasure
they are rich if they defeat the creature, that’s what the “ YES
AND… “ is for. “YES the room is filled with treasure AND
it’s all cursed.” See how that works?
Is the Monster’s weapon and armor rusty? Old? Nicked?
Filthy? Colored? Decorated with skulls?
What does the monster smell like?
What noises does the monster make when it walks, slithers
or flies?
Where did the attack land? Was it a solid hit or a glancing
blow? Was there a loud CRUNCH or a wet SPLAT?
Or did the player’s sword send a shower of sparks as the
monster blocked his blow?
Remember, the more detail you give makes the players feel
they know what’s going on.
Telling your players the answers to questions like these as
you describe the story can make a huge difference in how
much the players enjoy the game.
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Courageous Maxi-Libs List

Fairytale CharactersAlice, Big Bad Wolf, Cinderella, Dorothy, Evil Stepsister,
Fairy Godmother, Gretel, Hansel, Jack B. Nimble, Little Red
Riding Hood, Pinocchio, Rapunzel, Snow White, Tinkerbell,
Ugly Duckling, Woodcutter, Wizard Of Zoz, Gunnar The
Good Witch, King Fry of the Takeout Kingdom, Mayor
Hamlin, Hamburger Herald, Rebecca Revenge
VerbsAwoke, beat, bent, bet, bit, bled, broke, brought, burned,
burst, caught, cut, dreamed, drank, ate, fought, found, flung,
forgot, froze, got, hid, hit, hurt, kept, lost, sawed, shook,
shaved, shrank or shrunk, sank, spilled or spilt, stole, stung,
stank or stunk, took, tore, threw, upset, won
Adjectivesbewitched, armed, entranced, magic, magical, spellbound,
cursed, jinxed, possessed, dreamy, fairy, fairylike, fantastic,
miraculous, utopian, wondrous, hypnotized, mesmerized,
bedazzled, captivated, fascinated, smart, talking

to keep things moving and keep
it fun.
Maximus Masters don’t need
to use the Who-What-WhereHow system to make adventures,
but it does help new Maximus
Masters run games on their own
without running into too many
road blocks. Because the plot
cards are always hidden, different
players can become Maximus
Masters during the same game.
Their character is set on autopilot when they are running the
game, and can’t “cheat” by telling
other players how to defeat the
encounter and collect the most

experience points. That kind of
“cheating” is called Meta-gaming,
and most players don’t have fun
when they play with a Metagamer.

The Most
Important
Thing…

In conclusion, we’d just like to
provide our players and Maximus
Masters with a gentle reminder
about the most important thing
when it comes to any game:
Have Fun.
So be silly, be brave, save ExMachina, save the world…
just have fun doing it.

Map FeaturesSwamp, stream, sands, cave, pond, lake, hills, trail, ruins, patio,
road, tower, lighthouse, house, glade, glen, meadow, bramble,
the dark abandoned castle, the haunted house
NounsBall, bat, bed, book, bun, can, cake, cap, cup, doll, dust, fan,
feet, gun, hat, hen, jar, kite, map, pan, pie, pig, pot, rat, shoe,
tub, coat, shirt, pants
Keep in mind that if a monster
seems too tough for your players,
make it less tough. Take away an
action point, or give it less Health
(maybe it’s been sick?). On the
other hand if an encounter seems
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too easy, just add more of the
creatures to give your players a
challenge (maybe this monster has
brothers?) Your job isn’t to kill the
players, it’s to tell a story where
they are the stars. Just remember
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Regular Actions
and Point Cost

ZERO POINT COST
Initiative Test
Talking
Casual Looking Not Notice Tests
(unless to contest stealth)
Contested Rolls
Resisting Spells
ONE POINT COST
Walking
Making a Regular Attack
Using a Skill
TWO POINT COST
Running (double your characters
regular movement for one
Round)
Climbing
Breaking Away from Close
Combat
Looting
THREE POINT COST
Charge (run and regular attack)
Climbing and a Regular Attack
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Tracking
Modifier Table

Muddy or sandy or snow
+1

Snowing hard enough to
quickly cover tracks
-1

Trail leads into an area
with many tracks
-1

Trail goes through bare
stone or streets
-2

Trail goes through water
-2

= Zero

= +1

= +2

= MAXIMUS!
+2 and Roll Again

attack the players because it is protecting a nearby den
where it just gave birth to a litter of newborn babies. Gain
an extra Experience point if the players follow the clues and
convince the creature they mean her babies no harm.

Don’t Tell the Players...The creature is driven to

Photocopy and trim these plot cards to make your adventures even better.

The creature is driven by exhaustion to attack the
players. Gain an extra Experience point if the players
follow the clues and help the creature get some sleep.
If the players sing a lullaby or tell the creature a bed
time story, it will reward the players with one extra
Red Item Card.

Don’t Tell the Players...

• Cans of Dr Grock’s baby formula and parenting magazines
can be found in the area.
• Characters stumble upon a smelly pile of
diapers right before meeting up with the creature.
• The tiny yelps of the little ones can be heard.

Pride and Joy!

Just a Little Bit of Shut-Eye!

Spending Experience Points

• The creature yawns between roars.
• The creature’s eyes are blood-shot.
• The creature’s bedroll is on top of a broken bottle.

The creature is driven by hunger to attack the players. Gain
an extra Experience point if the players follow the clues and
find something to feed the creature.

attacking because it’s stuck on the last level of the Angry
Turds video game. If the players can beat the level for the
creature they will gain one extra Experience point each.
Players must make a Will Power test to beat the level.

Don’t Tell the Players...

• Flecks of drool on the creatures lips.
• A strange growling sound even though the creatures lips
aren’t moving.
• The creatures ribs are showing through its hide.
• In the area grasses and trees known for their disgusting
taste, have been gnawed on.

Improvement
One New Skill, or
Increase Skills By 2 Points.
Will Power, Close Attack, Far
Attack or Health By One Point.
New Action Card

Don’t Tell the Players...The creature is enraged and

2

Did You Hear That Growling?

1

• Players find a torn-up copy of the video game guide book
“Angry Turds for Dummies” right before they meet the
creature.
• Players can see a game console with “Level Failed”
displayed on the screen.

Experience points

How Do I Get Past the Rope Bridge and the Lava?

29
30

Plot Cards
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Itchin-And-Scratchin!

The creature is driven to attack the players because it is
infested with fleas and ticks. Gain an extra Experience point
if the players follow the clues and find a way to cure the
creature.

Don’t Tell the Players...

• Creature is scratching itself on trees so hard  it’s knocking
them over.
• The creature is moaning and suffering even before the
players see it they can hear it.
• Players who make a successful Nature Lore, Survival,
Alchemy, Heal or First Aid Test can cure the creature.

Photocopy and trim these plot cards to make your adventures even better.

Players gain an extra Experience point if they can follow the
clues and discover the creatures are lost children. They were
summoned by a nasty wizard from their home on another
world. They will attack the players out of fear, but if the
players show them some kindness they will settle down and
start to cry.  After the creature calms down, it’s HUGE
parents  show up to take Baby home.

Don’t Tell the Players...

• The players come upon a raging creature or group of
creatures .
• The creature stops fighting and cries if damaged.
• The creature is only attacking the players weapons.

I Feel So Broke-up !

Don’t Tell the Players...

The creature is driven by fear to attack the players. Gain an
extra Experience point if the players follow the clues and find
out the creature has recently escaped from a cruel Monster
Circus.
• If the players heal or calm the creature down a group of
cruel circus Roust-a-bouts (use the Egg Beater lackey
card) show up and they want their  Monster back! Players
and Creature fight the Roust-a-bouts as a team.

• There are posters for the Tingling Brothers Monster Circus
hanging in the area.
• The creature’s back is scared from whip marks.
• The creature’s foot has a manacle with a broken chain
attached.

Beast of Burden!

• The players come upon a tiny Kobold who is being chased
by the creature. The Kobold runs up to the players & begs
the players to, “Stop the creature before it kills them all!”
• The creature shouts, “So it’s your whole gang of Thieves
now? No matter I will fight you all!” When it sees the Kobold
with the players.
Don’t Tell the Players...The Kobold is actually a thief
that has stolen something from the creature (Treasure,
Eggs, or Toys are all possibilities). Gain an extra Experience
point if the players can follow the clues and discover who the
real thief is. The Kobold not only has the item the creature
claims was stolen it also has one of the player’s items as well.
Tell the first player who tries to use an item that it’s 		
missing, take the item card from them.

Stop Thief!
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